over a difference which is radical, but must be understood to be a concession to those disciples of Sankara who are willing to put a new interpretation upon the words of their master and explain the ātman to be unsubs tantial pure form. This would identify the bodhi with the highest self of the Upanishads, and every self would be a more or less perfectly realised instance of the highest self.

Buddha denied the existence of an ātman, a self, and Sankara affirmed it. Now if self means a concrete being (and this was the meaning of ātman), then Buddha is right. But if by self we understand what Buddhists call name and form, viz., the combination of parts and characteristics which constitute a thing or a person, then Sankara's contention that the self exists would not be wrong. There is no self in itself that would be independent of its parts, but the configuration itself, the form, is real enough; it is what Plato calls the ideas of things. The ideas are pure forms and the realm of the purely formal corresponds to the Buddhist conception of Nirvāna.—Ed.]

"SOCIALISM AND BIRTHS."

To the Editor of the Open Court:

I notice several statements in "Socialism and Births," by Austin Bierbower, in a recent issue of The Open Court, to which I desire to take exception by assertions as follows:

1. The least considerate do not reproduce the fastest.
2. Licentiousness is not conducive to the reproduction of humanity.
3. Why should the negro and the immigrant be classed with the pauper, the ignorant and the morally low?
4. Men do not always get rich by moderating their desires, nor have the majority of rich men acquired their wealth by so doing.
5. Is not the author wrong in his ideas as to the class that produces the wealth? My impression is, it is the laboring poor and the middle classes.
6. The statement "as we live more easily, more come into the world to live," is not substantiated by the statistics of this or any other country.

The morally low, the ignorant, the physical wrecks, etc., should be (by law), first of all, prohibited from marriage to foist their editions of sin on a world which has now too many of that kind, not too many of honest poor; but to prohibit the rational increase of healthy, intelligent, though poor parents, is out of all reason. Health, long life, happiness, content, and a satisfaction of having obeyed the laws of nature or an all-wise Creator, are among the blessings which are, and should, be given to heads of large families as a rule.

C. W. Jewell.

NOTES AND BOOK REVIEWS.


The distinguished American ethnologist, Mr. Daniel G. Brinton, finds a wealth of dramatic interest in American aboriginal life side by side with the dry facts of science which he has so thoroughly studied there. He has been moved accordingly to give to the world an historic drama, Maria Candelaria, in which he attempts to impress poetic coloring on an extremely pathetic and tragic incident which happened among the Tzentals in 1712 in the extreme South-Eastern part of Mexico. The Tzental Indians stood very high in American civilisation, in some respects even higher than the Aztecs. After the Spanish Conquest they remained in ap-
parent submission to the Spaniards for nearly two centuries. In 1712 an insurrection broke out, headed by an Indian girl named Maria Candelaria, who became the Joan of Arc of the nation. For a while the revolution was extremely successful and she ruled like a queen-dictator. To quell the revolt the Spanish governor was finally compelled to send for the veteran Segovia, an able officer of the old conquistador type. Juan García, the Tzental commander, was unable to withstand the tactics of this experienced soldier, and was finally overpowered. Maria and her uncle mysteriously disappeared, having seemingly jumped from a precipice, but really landing on a ledge leading to the shrine of their gods. The incident of the drama turns upon the deep love of Maria for her commander, Juan García. The drama is short. It is interesting as an attempt to use the rich material which exists in the history of America for poetical purposes, and the author has supplied it with an excellent introduction. There are one or two pleasant illustrations of the characters taken from an old Dutch work.

Of the many books and pamphlets which we have recently received from Eastern countries, we shall note at present but three. (1) A treatise on The Vedic Philosophy, or An Exposition of the Sacred and Mysterious Monosyllable AUM, containing a translation of the Māndūkya Upanishad, with Commentary and Introduction by Har Nārāyana (Bombay: Tatva-Vivechaka Press). The Introduction to this book is a fair exposition of the fundamental problems of philosophy as viewed through the curiously ground lenses of the Vedantic system, and the reader can gain by its perusal a broad and lucid insight into some prominent phases of Indian thought with all its excellences and shortcomings. (2) The Landmarks of Ethics According to the Gita, by Bulloram Mullick, a brief pamphlet of thirty-three pages, printed at the Sen Press, Calcutta. The Bhagavat Gita is one of the great works of Hindu wisdom, professing to be the word of God and claiming to exhibit all the "symptoms" of inspiration. "To determine what true Hinduism is," says the author, "we should study the Gita, for it embodies the cream of theology, ceremonialism, etc., the law of karma, and spiritual transcendentalism." "Read the Gita," says Bulloram Mullick, "and be saved." The perusal of this short pamphlet, too, will be interesting to Western spectators of Indian thought. (3) It is a pleasure to record the translation into Singhalese of the Samanta Kuṭṭa Warnanā of the Venerable Vēḍēha Mahā Śthavira, Principal of the Pratiraja Parivēpa, a task which has been performed by the Rev. W. Dhammamanda Sthavira and the Rev. M. Nānissara, at the suggestion of their teacher, the Ven. H. Su-mangala, Chief Nāyaka Thēra of the Western Province and of the Shripāda, Principal of the Vidyōdaya Parivēpa at Māligākanda, etc. Undoubtedly the book is one of high merit, but our slight familiarity with the Singhalese language forbids our passing judgment either upon the contents of the book or the excellencies of the translation. (Colombo: H. C. Cottle.)

The popular fame of Dr. Gustav Jaeger rests chiefly upon his hygienic discoveries and researches, and it is little known that his investigations extended into numerous other branches of organic science. He was an enthusiastic and early follower of Charles Darwin and helped to carry the standard of modern evolution and thought to victory in the face of a mighty opposition. Specimens of his wide and varied researches have now been gathered together in a volume of 261 pages, entitled Problems of Nature, translated by Henry G. Schlichter and published by Williams and Norgate of London. The selections are divided into three parts: Zōo-
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Pages, 181. 8vo. Price, $1.00. With Portrait of Mr. G. T. Gulick.

"The best single volume [Part I.] on the general subject that has appeared since Darwin's time."—American Naturalist.

POPULAR SCIENTIFIC LECTURES.

By Ernst Mach, Professor in the University of Vienna.


"Has scarcely a rival in the whole realm of popular scientific writing."—Boston Traveller.

N. B.—See also the advertisement "Stories, Poetry, Religious History."

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO., 324 Dearborn St.

THE AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN AND ORIENTAL JOURNAL.

Published and Edited by STEPHEN D. PEET, Chicago, Ill.

Bi-Monthly. Price, $4.00 Per Year.

This magazine begins its 40th volume with January 1898. The various departments represented by associate editors are as follows:


INDIAN LINGUISTICS, by A. S. Gatschet, Ph. D., Washington, D. C.

MYTHOLOGY and FOLKLORE, by James Deans, of British Columbia.


POLYNESIA and AUSTRALIA, by J. G. Fraser, LL. D., Sidney, Australia.

The department of Comparative Religions and Mythology is very prominent. The Book Reviews embrace nearly all the books that are published on Archaeology and History, including many on Oriental and Classical Antiquities, Mythology, Comparative Religions, and other topics.

The editor is also publishing a series of works on PREHISTORIC AMERICA under the following titles:

No. I. THE MOUND BUILDERS AND THEIR RELICS. No. II. ANIMAL EPIFFGES AND EMBLEMATIC MOUNDS.

No. III. MYTHS AND SYMBOLS, OR ABORIGINAL RELIGIONS. No. IV. ARCHAEOLOGICAL RELICS, OR ART IN THE STONE AGE. No. V. CLIFF DWELLINGS AND RUINED CITIES.

Each volume contains about 400 pages and is fully illustrated. Price for each volume, sold separately, $3.50, or $15.00 for the set. Address

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN Office, Chicago, Ill.
THE LIVING AGE, Reproduces without abridgment the ablest articles from the Leading British reviews, magazines and weekly literary and political journals in every department of Literature; also TRANSLATIONS from the French, German, Russian, Spanish, Italian and other Continental Sources.

ENLARGED by the addition of a Monthly Literary Supplement, containing Readings from American Magazines, Readings from New Books, a List of Books of the Month.

"AN EPOCH-MAKING STORY."

"WITH ALL HER HEART." From the French of M. Rene Bazin.

Arrangements have been made for the SERIAL PUBLICATION of a TRANSLATION, made expressly for THE LIVING AGE, of this famous novel. The first instalment appears in the number of Nov. 6, and it will be continued weekly for several months until completed.

This novel, in its recent presentation in the REVUE DES DEUX MONDES, aroused the greatest interest, attracting the attention of litterateurs both in France and England. A vivid portrayal of life in a French industrial town, it is interesting alike as a social study, and as a realistic, yet delicate story of modern life.

Its literary and ethical qualities are so unusual that LES ANNALES LITTERAIRES ET POLITIQUES described it as "An Epoch-Making Story."

THE LONDON ATHENÆUM characterized it as "a work of fine and searching analysis, full of charm, and redolent of a perfume which is exquisite and possesses no disquieting element."

DURING THE YEAR other translations from the best writers will appear from time to time, with serial or short stories by the Leading British Authors.

Free "WITH ALL HER HEART."

To all New Subscribers to The Living Age for 1898, will be sent Free the eight numbers of 1897 containing the first instalments of "WITH ALL HER HEART."

Choicest—Literature at Club Prices.

For $3.00 THE LIVING AGE and any $4.00 Magazine (or Harper's Weekly or Basar) sent for a year; or, for $5.00 THE LIVING AGE and Scribner's magazine.

Published Weekly at 25.00 a Year, postpaid. Single Copies 15 cts.

THE LIVING AGE CO. P. O. BOX 5206, BOSTON.
Philosophical and Psychological Portrait Series.

PROSPECTUS.

The Open Court Publishing Company contemplates the publication of a selected series of large-sized portraits of the world's philosophers and of representative psychologists, suitable for framing (11 x 14 in.) and hanging in public and private libraries, laboratories, seminars, recitation and lecture rooms. The portraits will be taken from the best sources, and will be high-grade photogravures.

As the preparation of so large a number of plates is very expensive, it will be impossible to offer the portraits at the moderate price given below unless a certain number of subscriptions is guaranteed in advance. All who are interested in the proposed series, therefore, are requested to communicate at once with the publishers and after examination of a specimen portrait, invited to subscribe at the earliest moment possible. The terms will be found below. The list which has been divided for convenience into two parts is as follows:

### Philosophical:

- Pythagoras
- Socrates
- Plato
- Aristotle
- Epicurus
- Thomas Aquinas
- St. Augustine
- Duns Scotus
- Giordano Bruno
- Bacon
- Hobbes
- Descartes
- Malebranche
- Spinoza
- Locke
- Berkeley
- Hume
- Condillac
- Diderot
- Leibnitz
- Wolff
- Kant
- Fichte
- Schelling
- Hegel
- Schopenhauer
- Herbart
- Feuerbach
- Lotze
- Reid
- Dugald Stewart
- Sir W. Hamilton
- Cousin
- Comte
- Rosmini
- John Stuart Mill
- Herbert Spencer

### Psychological:

- Cabanis
- Maine de Biran
- Beneke
- G. E. Mueller
- E. H. Weber
- Fechner
- Helmholtz
- Wundt
- Hering
- Aubert
- Mach
- Stumpf
- Munk
- Exner
- Wernicke
- Bastian
- Steinthal
- Brentano
- Bain
- Sully
- Ward
- C. L. Morgan
- Romanes
- Paul Janet
- Ribot
- Taine
- Fouillée
- Binet
- William James
- G. Stanley Hall
- G. T. Ladd

(Subject to alterations.)

---

To Subscribers:

The total number of portraits in the above list is 68. Those who wish a special Psychological Series may add to the 31 psychologists enumerated in the second part of the above list any three names from the first part.

Those who wish a special Philosophical Series may substitute any of the names in the second list for any names in the first.

TERMS - For both series (68 portraits) on regular paper, $7.50; on heavy, Imperial Japanese paper, $11.00.

For either series alone (i.e., a selection of 34 portraits) on regular paper, $5.00; on heavy, Imperial Japanese paper, $7.00.

Single portraits 25 cents.

For subscribers who may prefer not to frame the portraits, a neat portfolio will be provided at a cost of 50 cents additional.

Send 5c. stamp for specimen portrait.

"We trust that the very reasonable price of the series, and the value of the work already done in this direction by The Open Court Publishing Company, will secure a sufficient number of subscriptions to lead them to publish the series, and to follow it as they suggest with series of mathematicians, physicists, biologists, etc."—Science, N. Y.

---

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING CO.,

CHICAGO,
324 Dearborn St.